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Germany's Helen Langehanenberg and Damon Hill Secure Impressive Victory
at third leg of Reem Acra FEI World Cup™ Dressage series in Stuttgart

German riders took the top two spots at the latest leg of the Reem Acra-sponsored series, but
Helen Langehanenberg and the 12 year old stallion, Damon Hill NRW, were in a class of their
own.

(PRWEB UK) 18 November 2012 -- Helen Langehanenberg and Damon Hill NRW recorded an impressive
victory in the third leg of the Reem Acra FEI World Cup™ Dressage Western European League series at
Stuttgart, Germany today where the host nation dominated the line-up.

With a smooth Freestyle performance that oozed confidence and teamwork, the winning partnership finished
more than four full marks ahead of German counterparts Kristina Sprehe and Desperados FRH in second place.
And it was a big day for Italy’s Valentina Truppa. She registered runner-up spot at the previous leg in Lyon,
France two weeks ago, but although she had to settle for third with Eremo del Castegno this time around, she
has risen to the top of the Western European League table with a significant margin of advantage after today’s
result.

The placings of the top three mirrored those of yesterday’s Grand Prix in which Langehanenberg’s score of
82.766 was a personal best. But fourth place today went to Sweden’s Tinne Vilhelmson-Silfven thanks to a
much-improved effort with Don Auriello who inched The Netherlands‘ Imke Schellekens-Bartels and the
gigantic black gelding, Toots, down to fifth.

Appealing

First to break the 70 per cent barrier today were Finland’s Terhi Stegars and her appealing black stallion Axis
TSF who put 72.925 on the board. But they were immediately replaced at the top of the order by the French
partnership of Jessica Michel and Riwera de Hus who scored 73.475. This horse oozes power and potential, and
the French rider is clearly growing in ring-craft and courage with every outing during her debut season at this
level of the sport.

Two horses later, the first of the three-strong German contingent moved out in front as Uta Graf’s black
stallion, Le Noir, posted a mark of 73.525, but then Vilhelmson-Silfven showed that yesterday’s ninth placing
in the Grand Prix was only a blip as she steered Don Auriello, who is still only ten years old, to a score of
77.300 which really raised the bar for the rest of them.

The winning partnership however were more than ready to take that on. From the moment Langehanenberg and
Damon Hill NRW entered the arena they worked seamlessly together. The stallion showed poise and elegance
in passage, and tremendous rhythm and drive in extended trot as he played out his floor plan to their new
musical theme. His canter was big and bold, and although he broke into trot instead of canter due to a brief
misunderstanding in transition after a pirouette, it was clear this would be a high-scoring test. As they left the
arena the enthusiastic crowd went wild with delight, even before the new leading mark of 86.775 was
announced.

No Threat
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Italy’s Truppa and her 11 year old gelding, Eremo del Castegno, posted 80.600 to pose no threat to the leading
pair, but the last of the German contingent bettered that when Kristina Sprehe and Desperados FRH were
awarded 82.275 at the end of a performance that included some lovely moments along with some slightly over-
enthusiastic ones to overtake the Italian for runner-up spot.

And that was how it would stay, despite a thoroughly entertaining test from the penultimate Danish duo of
Sidsel Johansen and Schianto whose crowd-pleasing qualities were such that their mark of 77.100 was greeted
by noisy disagreement from the spectators. This 13 year old gelding showed lots of suspension and floated
through extended trot. But it was his final ride up the centre line that completely captivated the audience - he
looked like he was skipping with enjoyment, and when he drew to a halt the smile on Johansen’s face was
equally as delightful. Their mark left them temporarily in fifth place, but when the final partnership of Imke
Schellekens-Bartels and the massive 12 year old gelding, Toots, who is, according to his rider, over 1.80cms
tall, squeezed in ahead of them, the Danish pair had to settle for sixth in the final analysis.
Full report at www.fei.org
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Contact Information
Louise Parkes
Fédération Equestre Internationale
353862345307

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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